Jones and Crowe (1) raise issues already addressed in our article (2) based on an inaccurate grasp of the literature and several logical misconceptions. The authors suggest that inputs we chose in our kinetic calculations are unsuitable because we used values only from the Black Sea. As described, we made an extremely conservative estimate because the Black Sea is the most rapid Mn-oxidizing environment in the literature. Other locations have oxidation rates ordersof-magnitude lower (3). Jones and Crowe also propose sedimentation rates in our Mn-oxidation calculations were too high, citing a reference for incorrect rocks: different lithologies, environments, process sedimentology, geodynamic setting, and age. The paper they cite estimated long-term rates for the 2642-2521 Ma Campbellrand Subgroup, deposited >100 million y earlier on a marine platform rather than Koegas continental margin deltaic sediments. Using correct sedimentary geology is important (2).
In our report O 2 was eliminated as the Mn oxidant by several independent observations. Detrital pyrite is rapidly destroyed by dissolved oxygen, enabling assessment of environmental O 2 . Jones and Crowe (1) suggest that detrital pyrite is preserved at 1 μM dissolved O 2 , but this statement is unreferenced and unsupported. Several studies [cited in our report (2) Finally, Jones and Crowe (1) argue that molecular clocks (MC) date cyanobacteria to before 2.415 Ga, but don't appreciate that MCs give a wide range of results, and shouldn't be considered like radiometric dates (4). MCs come with challenges. First, the phylogenies must be correct; this is still uncertain for cyanobacteria. The study they reference only uses one gene, encoding 16S rRNA, and express appropriate caution. The authors did not include the nonphototrophic deeply branching cyanobacteria, which impacts estimates because the divergence time between cyanobacteria and other phyla is not synonymous with the origin of oxygenic photosynthesis (Fig. 1) (5) . A more recent MC approach suggested cyanobacteria postdate 2.415 Ga (6). Second, MC studies require accurate models of evolution, which are not known a priori. Third, precise clocks demand many robust calibration points, requiring an unambiguous fossil record, complicated by widespread morphological homoplasy in cyanobacteria (6). Because of these uncertainties, the 95% confidence intervals for these divergences include the age of the Earth (4 
